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l. On a previous occasion, I offered a tentative analysis of the concept of jus cogens in 

international law.1 This newly emerged, but nebulous concept in our field still remains in 

a chronic state of things: an abundance of doctrine and a paucity of practice. The present 

essay intends to re-examine what is the essence of international jus cogens and how it ac-

tually operates on the inter-State level, referring to more recent writings and jurispru-

dence of the International Court. 

To begin with, it would be well to take up the antecedent question concerning the pos-

sibility of distinguishing between jus cogens and jus dispositivum in the field of inter-

national law. Can we ever draw a distinctive line between the two categories of interna-

tional legal norms ? In what sense is the question of classification properly set up ? 

In municipal law,jus cogens is a counterpart ofjus dispositivum. Jus dispositivum-yield-

ing or supplementary-comprises the norms which shall be applied solely with the condi-

tion that any different regulation to be established by private persons is lacking. On the 

contrary, jus cogens excludes all possibility of deviation being introduced in the autonomous 

regulation by private persons. Consequently, a legal transaction between persons con-
flicting with a cogent norm, is void ex jure. Moreover, if such a transaction despite of its 

not incompability with a certain cogent norm, is contrary to the "ordre public," it is also 

null and void.2 Thus, as properly stated, while the essence of yielding law gives priority 

to "autoregulation" by private persons, cogent law absolutely denies it, foreclosing any 

derogation therefrom. A technical means for establishing such a private autonomous 
regulation is chiefiy given by a legal transaction (nego.-io giuridico) between persons, inter 

alia, a contract in which they act for the satisfaction of their particular interests. 

~ Professor (Kyo~iu) of International Law. 

* "Jus Cogens in Public International Law," Hitotsubashi Journa! of Law and Po!itics, Vol. 6 (1968), pp. 
16 ff. 

a "On ne peut d6roger, par des conventions particuli~res, aux loi qui interessent I'ordre public et bonnes 

moeurs. 
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Thus it is evident that the relevant distinction is founded on the institutional contra-

distinction between law and act-in-law in the field of municipal law. In international law, 

however, so far as derogation from international legal norms-customary or conventional 

-is made by means of an agreement between State-persons which is a law-creating act, 
the concept of jus dispositivum will turn out to be extraneous in international law.3 By 

the same token, the concept of jus cogens is entirely foreign to international law. The 

common will expressed in the form of a treaty, as concerns its material sphere of validity, 

encounters with no limitation in international law. The princip]e of pacta sunt servanda is 

the basic law-creating norm in international law which simply contemplates a legal possibility 

of the relevant norm-creating act. Acting upon the principle of pacta sunt servanda in 

making an a~reement, States realize the ~ossibility of positing legal norms between them 

wrth no restnctrons rmposed by mternational law. This may be true for things that 

occur in most cases. 
Notwithstanding, it is sensibly pointed out that the question of distinction may be posed 

also on the plane of international law.4 In cases where a certain norm-customary or con-

ventiona]-contemplates itself the possibility of being derogated by means of unilateral or 

even bilateral juridical act of States, nothing prevents from saying that the norm is of 

"yielding" nature. In the same vein a certain norm containing in itself the criterion of 

prohibiting any derogation therefrom may be fairly said to be a "cogent or peremptory" 

norm of international law. Adherence to the formal schema in the context of identifying 

the relevant distinction may only help to obscure the substantially similar phenomena in 

international law, giving undue weight to elements of technical formality. The criterion 

is to be sought in substance rather than in form in the sense that what the norm itself provides 

is first in importance.5 

2. We now proceed to some preliminary points in identifying yielding or cogent nature 

of legal norms in international law. 
In the first place, it should be recalled that custom and agreement stand on a par as a 

source of international law. Whether the principle of pacta sunt servanda is a norm of 

customary law, or rather, a fundamental norm immanently moulded with the birth of the 

community of States, custom and agreement are given the equivalent force of law-produc-

tion in international law.6 The view is also put forth that custom has a superior potentiality 

to agreement with respect to the sphere of addresses of the respective norms as well as their 

obligatory force, but it rarely asserts its rigid superiority to agreement.7 Thus customary 

* Perassi, "Teoria dommatica delle fonti di norme giuridiche in diritto internaziona]e," Scritti giuridici, 

I (1958), pp. 288 ff. Cf. Anzilotti, Corso di diritto internaziona!e, vo]. I (1955), p. 91: "The truth is that 

not being preoccupied with the problem of a dispositive law in the internal legal orders, the questin of cogent 

efl~cacy or otherwise of international norm should be posed in regard to creation of other norms." 
' Morelli, Norme dispositive di diritto internazionale, Rivista di diritto internazi0,1ale (1932), pp. 388 ff. 

5 According to Anzi]otti, the States which have posited a certain norm can always agree not to observe 
it, but to replace by another. In this sense it could go to the length ofsaying that all the international norms 

are yielding (dispositiva)." However, this unlimited faculty of abrogating or replacing the norms in force 
presuppose the consent of all the States which co-operated in framing them. Therefore, so far as the general 

norms are concerned, it becomes important to determine whether they exclude absolutely or admit within a 
certain limit derogatory particular agreement. This is the problem ofcogent or yielding norms in international 

law. Anzilotti, Corso, pp. 91-92. 
e Anzilotti, op. cit., pp. 96 ff. 

' Sperduti, Lezioni di diritto internaziona!e (1958), p. 65. 
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norms　may　be　abrogated　by　conventional　norms　and　conventional　norms，vice　versa．The

mutua1re1ation　between　custom　and　agreement，as　equal　and　fungible　sources　of1aw，are

governed　by　the　princip1es“1αρo∫犯〃or6ぴog〃ρrfo〃，”and　in　the　re1ation　between　genera1

and　specia11aws，“加τo工o力陀gε舳Jμr卯εc加㎜比rog”〃・”

　　　　Second，the　above－mentioned　princip1es　of　co－ordination　are　app1ied　ordinari1y　to

the　phenomena　of1aw－creating　process　in　intemationa1law，but　the　possibi1ity　of　derogation

or　otherwise　shou1d　be　separately　dealt　with　in　the　context　of　identifying　a　special　category

ofノ㎜in　interanational1aw．Ifa1ega1norm　is　abrogated　or　modiOed　subsequentIy　by　another

norm　in　municipa11aw，we　do　not　say　that　the　precedent　norm　is　yielding　in　nature．By

the　same　reason，in　cases　where　a1ega1norm＿customary　or　conventiona1＿is　abrogated　or

modiied　by　another　intemationa1norm，it　would　not　be　justiied　in　saying　that　the　former

is　a　yie1ding　norm，The　derogatory　force　of　the1atter　norm　is　derived　from　the　fact　that

both　norms　are　of　equal　va1ue　from　the　view　point　of1aw－creating　process．A　cogent1aw

camot　be　abrogated　or　modi丘ed　by　the　ordinary　type　of　norm，but　by　the1ater　norm

having　the　same　character．Despite　the　fact，it　may　o㏄ur　that　a　norm　of　intematiomI

law　contemplates　itse1f　a　derogation　as　permissible　by　an　agreement　between　States．In

that　case，we　are胞ced　with　the　proper1y　so－ca11edプ〃∫”〃o∫柳w㎜in　internationa11aw，

of　which　examples　can　be　found　a1so　within　the　compass　of　positive　intemationa1law．8

By　hypothesis，in　cases　where　a　certain1egal　norm　itse1f　abso1utely　exc1udes　a　possibi1ity　of

derogating　there耐om　in　the　sense　that　any　agreement　at　variance　with　such　a　norm　is　un－

1awful　and　invalid　even棚〃μ他3，then　there　exists　a　peremptory　norm　of　intemationa1

1aw（ブωJ　cogε〃∫）．　The　re1evant　characterization　is　dependent　upon㎜o肋∫θ∬ε〃〃　of

intemationa1norms　to　be　examined　on　a　case－by－case　basis－

　　　　Fina1ly，assuming　that　a　certain　norm　of　intemationa11aw　has　the　character　of力∫

co8ε柵，any　agreement　between　States　coniicting　with　it，shal1be　deprived　of　norm－creating

force．It　means　that　the　princip1e　ofμ伽∫〃〃Jε〃伽肋is　to　that　extent　derogated　by　a

peremptory　norm　of　intemational1aw．A㏄ordingly，the　existence　of　cogent1aw　is　made

possible　through　the　instrumentality　of　eventual　derogation　from　the　princip1e　ofμαα∫〃〃

κ〃o〃ゐ．It　shou1d　be　noted，however，that　the　princip1e　is　a　fmdamental　norm　of　law－

production　based　on　the　sovereign　equality　of　States　in　intemationa11aw．　Such　a　deroga－

tion　to　be　contemp1ated　in　identifying　intemationa1ブ〃Jωgε刀∫does　not　bring　in　its　train

the　possibi1ity　of　rep1acing　the　princip1e　byρααo∫〃〃〃o〃一舵〃α〃dα，which1eads　to　a　sheer

absurdity．　Though　a　yielding　norm　is　obligatory　as　a　lega1norm　unless　otherwise

provided　by　the　parties，an　agreement　which　derogates　from　it　as　provided　for，is　regarded

as　lawru1and　va1id．But　an　agreen1ent　contravening　a　non－yie1ding　type　of　norms　which

injures　the　right　of　the　other　States　constitute　an　i11ega1ity　in　internationa11aw・and　as　such・

not　opposab1e　to　them－In　cases　wherc　the　norm　is　cogent　or　peremptory　in　the　strict

　o　For　instan㏄，Art．39of　the　Statute　of　the　I．C．J．provides：“＿肋1加oあκ”cεo1α”口gr舵㎜ε〃as　to
which　language　sha1－be　emp－oyed，each　party　may，in　the　pleadings，use　the　language　which　it　pre胎rs：the

dccision　of　the　Court　shall　be　given　in　French田nd　English．In　this　case　the　Cou村sha1l　at　the　same　time

determine　which　of　the　two　texts　shaH　be　considered　as　authoritative．”　Art．23of　Viema　Convention　on

Succession　of　States　in　Respect　of　Treaties　runs1“0〃ω∫〃ε〃ω妙o〃αw1∫ερrω〃ωoり〃』o”〃〃∫3切grεε4・

a　new1y　independent　State　which　makes　a　notiication　of　su㏄ession．．一shall　be　considered　a　party　to　the　treaty

丘omthedate　ofthe　su㏄ession　or　fmm　the　date　of㎝try　inlo　for㏄of　the　treaty，which　is　the1atcr　date．”1〕〃

ω〃rα，according　to　Art．4of　Intemationa1Covemnt　on　Civil　a皿d　Political　Rights，“州o此roμ肋〃from

Artic1es6，7，8，（paragraphs　l　and2），11，15，16，and18may　be　made　under　this　provision．”
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sense，an　agreement　at　variance　with　it　is　not　only　unlawf山，but　a1so　nul1and　void　even

between　the　States　parties．

3．　Turning　to　the　question　of　internationa1力∫cogε〃∫envisaged　in　its　essential　aspect，

mention　should　be　irst　of　a11made　to　the　formu1ation　given　in　the　Viema　Convention　of

Treaties．Article53of　the　Convention，as　is　we11－known，provides：“A　treaty　is　void　if，

at　the　time　of　its　conc1usion，it　con冊cts　with　a　peremptory　norln　of　genera1intemationa1

law．For　the　purpses　of　the　present　Convention，a　peremptory　norm　of　geneml　inter－

national　law　is　a　norm　accepted　and　recognized　by　the　intemational　community　ofStates　as

a　who1e　as　a　norm　from　which　no　derogation　is　pemitted　and　which　can　be　modi血ed　only

by　a　subsequent　norm　of　genera1intemational1aw　having　the　same　character．”

　　　　1t　is　not　necessary　here　to　enter　into　details，taking　up　the　above　Article　as　a　matter　of

mterpretat1on　m　the　context　of1ts　dranmg　hlstory　The　formu1at1on1s　smply　an肋朋μr

肋㎜＿it　is　tantamount　to　saying　that　a　peremptory　norm　is　a　norm　which　is　peremptory

in　its　e冊cacy．1t　does　not　contain　any　materia1point　of　reference　in　identifying　inter－

natiOna1ゾ〃3cOgε〃∫in　its　essential　aspect．9

　　　　A㏄ording　to　the　distinguished　teachings，ノ〃3cogε〃∫in　intemationa11aw　is　composed

of　some　norms　from　which　derogation　is　prohibited，for　the　reason　that　they　embody　superior

moral　princip1es　or　vindicate　col1ective　interests　so　potent　and　fundamenta1as　to　make　them

appear　as　something　ana1oguous　to　intemal　norms　of　the“o〃rεμ肋c”．10　Hence，whether

or　not　intemational1aw　contains　a　genera1norm　corresponding　to　a　norm　of　the“o〃rθ

〃舳c”in　municipa11aw，intemationa1力3co8ε〃3at1arge　should　be　a　re且ection　ofthe　con－

solidated　or　condensed　va1ue｛udgment　in　the　community　of　States　basical1y　founded　on　the

e対stence　of　general　interests　and　intematioml　mora1s．

　　　　Artic1e53of　the　Viema　Convention　provides　thatノ〃∫cog8〃3sha11be　a　norm　of　genera1

intemational1aw．It　is　certain　that　customary　intemationa］aw　faus　by　deinition　within

this　category．But　a　norm　which　is　posited　in　general　multi1ateral　convention　may　be　in－

cluded　within　this　purview（for　examp1e，the　Charter　of　the　United　Nations，Intemational

Covenants　of　Human苅ghts，etc）．Furthermore，it　is　asserted　that　for　the　purpose　of

treaty，the　possibi1ity　cannot　beαρ1．’o〃denied　to　estab1ishノ〃3cogε〃∫on　a　bi1ateral　basis．

This　statement，however，seems　to　be　prob1ematica1．11

4．　For　the　purpose　of　identifying力∫ωgε〃∫in　intemationa11aw，the　postu1ated　idea　of

“general　interest”of　the　intemationa1community　requires　further　examination　and　ana1ysis．

　　　　In　the　case　of3〃cε1o〃α〃oc〃o〃Co榊ρ伽γ，the　Internationa1Court　of　justice　said：

“＿In　particu1ar，an　essential　distinction　shou1d　be　drawn　between　the　obligations　of　a　State

towards　the　intemationa1community　as　a　who1e，and　those　arising　vis一主一vis　another　State

in　the丘e1d　of　dip1omatic　p正otection．By　thei正very　nature　the　former　are　the　concem　of

　　副It　contains　no　mention　of“rorder　pub1ic　et　bomes　mocurs”of　the　intemational　community．
　　10Cf　Fe亨ozz…，㍗α〃”o功咋r肋o　f’一陀閉〃加切1ε，Vo1．1（1？33），p－77．

　　H　Morelll，ob」㏄tmg　to　the　vlew　of　Verdmss，a㎎ues　that　lt　shou1d　b6admltted　the　posslbl1lty　　at1east

theoretlcal　　of　a　cogent　norm　to　be　pos1ted　by　means　of　a　bl1ateral　agreement　A　proposIto　dmorme
i・t・叩a・i㎝all・・ge・ti・舳吻”d””・’”舳砒ゴ・冊α1ε（1968）・P・116・If・…t・i・p・mi・．P・・it・d・ラ仰ω一

μ〃5m　the　b1－atera1treaty　　apart　from　the　case　where　a　cogent　norm　of　general　mtematloml1aw　ls　mcor－

porated　m　lt　　，1t　ls　for　the　very正eason　that　the　two　States　part－es　a㏄ept　the　norm　as　such　m　thc1r　mutuaI

relations．Such　an　acceptance　represents　the　se1Himitation〃oル伽ro　on　each　side　which　appears　to　be　in－

compatible　with　the　inherently　heteronomous　character　of〃H0雛〃J．To　remove　such　a　limitation　or　mt　is

left　to　both　of　them　as　a　matter　of　their　own　con㏄m．
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all States. In view of the importance of the right involved, all States can be held to have 

a legal interest in their protection; they are obligations erga omnes."I2 

Norms of general international law are predicated upon the existence of general interests 

to be legally protected in the international community, In some cases such a norm, accord-

ing to a binominal pattern, is directed to a collectivity of States, creating obligations and 

rights belonging to States in their individual capacity. This type of norms can be found 

in the field of diplomatic law.13 The obligation of diplomatic immunities is assumed by 

the receiving State only toward the sending State. Consequently, even in cases where 

some derogations from general law by agreement between these two States, the agreement 
is not only valid inter partes,but lawful toward a third State standing as an addressee of 

the same general law. 
In the United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff case, the International Court 

seriously condemned the lranian Government for its conduct: "...what has above all to 

be emphasized is the extent and seriousness of the conflict between the conduct of the 

lranian State and its obligations under the whole corptis of the internatioanl rules of which 

diplomatic and consular law as comprised, rules the fundamental character of which the 

Court must have again strongly affirm."I4 Albeit the fundamental importance attributed 

by the Court to the norms of diplomatic law, the statement of the Court does not purport 

to confirm the relevant norms as international jus cogens,15 setting aside the aspect of human 

right bearing upon depriving human beings of their freedom and act of taking-hostage.16 

The Court decided that the violations of the international obligations engaged the responsi-

bility of lran toward the United States of America under international law. 

The other type of international legal norms provides for the protection of general in-

terests belonging to all States or the international community as a whole. The obligations 

contemplated by the international norm for that purpose are assumed toward all States 

for the satisfaction of general interests. So that, the norm correlatively creates rights be-

longing to States not in their individual capacity, but collectively. 

In this connection, it should be recalled that the International Court held in the South 

Africa cases, referring to the nature of obligation undertaken by the Mandatory: "..,the 

Members of the League were understood to have a legal right or interest in the observance 

by the Mandatory of its obligations both toward the inhabitants of the Mandated Territory, 

and toward the League of Nations and its Members."I7 
In the second phase of the same cases, however, the International Court changed the 

position. The Court classified ,the relevant provisions of the Mandate into two types : 

"conduct of the mandate" provisions and "special interest" provisions. While the latter 

confer certain rights relative to the mandated territory, directly upon the Members of the 

League as individual States, or in favour of their nationals, the former do not give a legal 

*' I.C.J. Reports 1970, p. 32. 
*' Morelli, cit.. A proposito..., p. 114. 

*' I.C.J. Reports 1980, p. 42. 
*' Cf. Bretton, L'affaire des (ostages) am6ricains devant la Cour Internationale de Justice, Journal du droit 

international (1980), pp. 8 19-821 ; Morelli, Norme c,d. fondamentali e norme cogenti Rivista di diritto inter-

nazionale (1981), pp. 509-510. 
*' Settlement of the lranian hostage crisis was realized through the intermediary of Algeria in 1 981. The 

validity of agreement thus reached was not contested by both Governments, nor by any third Sate. 

*' I.C.J. Reports 1962, p. 343. 
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rrght or mterest on an Indrvidual "State" basis. According to the altered view of the Court, 

"...the Applicants did not, in their capacity as States, possess any separate self-contained 

right which they could assert, independently of, or additionally to, the right of the League, 

in the pursuit of its collective, institutional activity, to require the due performance of the 

Mandate of the 'sacred trust.' This right was vested exclusively in the League and was 

exercised through its competent organs."I8 

Later, in the case of Namibia, the International Court upheld the resolution 276 (1970) 

of the Security Council, and indicated that "the Member States of the Unites Nations 
were..,under obligation to recognize the illegality and invalidity of South Africa's continued 

presence in Namibia." As to the position of the non-Member States, the Court was of 
opinion that "the termination of the Mandate and the declarations of the illegality of South 

Africa's presence in Namibia are opposable to all States in the sense of barring erga onmes 

the legality of a situation which is maintained in violation ofinternational law: in particular, 

no State which enters into relations with South Africa concerning Namibia may expect the 

United Nations or its Members to recognize the validity or effects of such relationships, 

or of the consequences thereof."I9 

It is undeniable that the international obligations of the Mandatory for the performance 

ofa sacred trust are of "erga omnes" type, whether the right to claim its obligations is vested 

in the international organization or in its Members as well. Consequently, any international 

act of the Mandatory violating the solemn obligations or the situation brought about as 

a result should be regarded as illegal erga omnes, that is, to all other State or the com-

munity of States as a whole. The act is not only illegal, but not opposable to any third State. 

This is particularly the case with such an i]legality as to frustrate the fundamental object of 

the mandate and squarely contravenes the considerations of public policy which have a 

prominent role in the administration of the institution. Each State should abstain from any 

form of inter-governmental co-operation which may imply recognition or connivance ofthe 

wrong on its part. This being so, it would not hold water that international engagements 

disregarding this obligation of abstension may be non the less recognized or connived as 

res inter alios acta. It is no longer a question of principle, but that of will and power of 

all States jointly acting under the authority of the institution in a sense super partes. 

5. In the international field, another special type of international norms is valid to govern 

the behavior of States. This type of norms is of universal applicability, inasmuch as it is 

accepted as a legal norm which is deeply rood in the moral basis. 

The International Court, in the Corfu Channel case, pointed out the obligations incum-

bent upon the Albanian authorities to notify the existence of a minefield in its territorial 

waters are based "on certain general and well-recognized principles, namely: "elementary 

considerations of humanity, even more exacting (plus absolues encore) in peace than in 

war "20 
Furthermore, in the case of Reservations to Genocide Convention, the Court brought 

*' LC.J. Reports 1966, p. 29. 
*' I.C.J. Reports 1971, pp. 54, 56. 

" rC.J. Reports 1949, pp. 22. Presumably, the Court applied it as a broad principle of universal validity 

underlymg the various humanitarian provisions of the Hague Conventions. See, Fitzmaurice, Judicial 
Innovation-ns Uses and its Perils. Essays in Honour of Lord McNair (1965), pp. 28-29. 
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out the moral aspect of the Convention in full relief, which was given a crucial relevancy in 

answering the legal questions submitted to it: "The origins of the Convention show that 

it was the United Nations to condemn and punish genocide as 'a crime international law' 

involving a denial of the right of the existence of entire human groups, a denial which shocks 

the conscience of mankind and results in great losses to humanity, and which is contrary to 

moral law and to the spirit and aims of the United Nations.... The first consequence arising 

from the principles underlying the Convention are principles which are recognized by recog-

nized by civilized nations as binding on States, even without any conventional obligation. 

A second consequence is the universal character both of the condemnation of genocide and 

of the co-operation required 'in order to liberate mankind from such an odious scourage' 

(Preamble to the Convention)." "The objects of such a convention must also be consider-

ed. The Convention was manifestly adopted for a purely humanitarian and civilizing pur-

pose. It is indeed difficult to imagine a convention that might have this dual character to 

a greater degree, since its object on the one hand is to safeguard the very existence of certain 

human groups and on the other to confirm and endorse the most elementary principles of 

morality. In such a convention the contracting States do not have any interest of their 

own; they merely have, once and all, a common interest, namely, the accomplishment of 

those high purposes which are the raison d'etre of the convention. Consequently, in a 

convention of this type one cannot speak of individual advantages or disadvantages to 

States, or of the maintenance of a perfect contractual balance between rights and duties. 

The high ideals which inspired the Convention provide, by virtue of the common will of the 

parties, the foundation and measure of all its provisions."21 

International morals have a much wider domain of application than international legal 

norms in the sense that they are not only applied to relations between States, but also those 

with non-members of the international community such as private persons, peoples, mi-
norities and so on.22 International morals are essentially inspired with the elementary 

respect of human beings. It shall be also noted that by their very nature, principles of moral 

law are of universal applicability and at the same time, the dictates derived from those prin-

ciples are categorical, allowing of no exception or derogation. And finally, it is almost 

needless to say that the observance of moral principles is not a matter of "individual advan-

tages or disadvantages" to States. 

On the other hand, norms of moral law are per se devoid of legal force. However, 

they may be transformed into legal norms, thereby acquiring a great degree of practical 

efficacy. Such a process of transformation-it is asserted-is specifically contemplated 

by international law.23 The process consists in receiving and incorporating the essential 

moral principles actually in force among the nations within the ambit of positive law at the 

instance of the international community as a whole. Then moral principles are transformed 

into norms of positive international law, whereas they are practically in force on the con-

solidated ethical consensus. The motive power bringing the process into operation is sup-

plied by "the dictates of the public conscience." According to a sensible view, the normative 

process as indicated above, established a norm, prohibiting States from making an aggressive 

war, and erecting it into international crime which shall be punishable on an individual basis. 

'* rc.J. Reports 1951, p. 23. 
" Fedozzi, op. cit., p. 20. 

" sperduti. La consuetudine internazionale, Scritti in onore di Gaspare Ambrosini, nL p. 193. 
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This　ethico－1egal　princip1e　is　mentioned　as　a　re㎜arkab1e　example　of　intemationalプ〃∫

cogε〃J．It　may　be　submitted　that　this　specia1type　of　intemationa1norms　incorporated

into　the　corpus　ofpositive　intemationa11aw　by　the　re1evant　normative　process　does　not1ose

its　inherent　weightψαnorms　of　mora11aw　and　the　essentia1ity　thus　retained，far　from　being

dispe11ed　via　the　route　of　transformation，wil1make　up　the　force　of　internationa1＿if　there

eXiStSr伽“0gεη3、

6．Intemationa1cogent1aw　does　not　exist　and　apply　in　vacuum．Hence　its　practica1opera－

bility　must　be　examined　on　an　empirica1basis．　For　this　purpose，it　is丘rst　of　all　asked

what　are　the　concrete　examples　of力∫ωgεη∫in　intemationa11aw．

　　　　According　to　Waldock（Specia1Rappo打eur　on　the　Law　of　Treaties），the　fouowi㎎s

are　indicated　as　the　conspicuous　instances　of　treaties　that　are　void　by　their　inconsistency

with　aノ〃3cogε〃∫rule：（a）the　use　or　threat　of　force　in　contravention　of　the　princip1es　of

the　Ch航er　of　the　United　Nations；（b）any　act　or　omission　characterized　by　intematioml

law　as　an　intematiom1crime；（c）any　act　or　omission　in　the　supPression　or　punis1lment　of

which　every　State　is　required　by　intemationa11aw　to　co－operate．24

　　　　Ago（ex－President　of　the　Conference　of　the　United　Nations　on　the　Convention　of

Treaties）mentions　some“rare”examp1es　of　intemationalブ㎜ωg2η∫a1ong　the　same　lines：25

the　fundamenta1ru1es　conceming　the　sa胎guarding　of　the　peace，especia11y　those　prohibit－

ing　the　threat　or　use　of　force；the　fundamenta1ru1es　of　humanitarian　mture（prohibition

of　genocide，slavery，racia1discrimination，protection　of　essentia1rights　of　human　persons

in　time　ofpeace　and　war；the　ru1es　prohibiting　the　injuries　to　the　independence　and　sovereign

equality　of　States；26the　m1es　ensuring　a11the　members　of　the　intemational　community　the

lnjoymlntofclrtainco㎜onintlrl1tl（thlhighllal，outlr－lpacl，ltc．）．
　　　　Reference　may　also　be　made　to　the　statement　of　the　Intemational　Court　conceming

the　internationa1ob1igationsεrgαo〃一〃ε∫in　the　case　of3αr081o〃α1「rαc〃oηCo〃ψo〃γ：“such

ob1igations　derive，for　examp1e，in　contemporary　intemationa11aw，from　the　out1awing（1α

朋加乃・・∫1α1・ゴ）・f・・t・ofag9・essi・n，and・fge・o・id・，・sa1so血・mthep・in・ip1・…d・・1es

conceming　the　basic　rights　ofthe　human　persons，inducing　protection　from　slavery　and　racia1

discrimination．”27

　　　　Furthermore，a　proj㏄ted　list　of　wider　scope　is　submitted　covering　the　fo11owing　items：28

（1）genocide；（2）s1avery　and　the　s1ave　trade；（3）piracy；（4）po1itica1tenorism　abroad，in－

cludi皿g　terroristic　activities；（5）h畑cking　of　air　tra価c；（6）recourse　to　war，except　in　se胆

d・胎…，（7）th…t・・・…ff・・…g・i・・tth・t…ito・i・1i・t・g・ity・・p・肚i・・1i・d・p・・d・…

（intervention）；（8）armed　aggression；（9）recognition　of　situations　brought　about　by　force，

inc1uding　fruits　of　aggression；（1O）treaty　provisions　imposed　by　force；（11）war　crimes

（“superior　orders”2r伽α力c杉no　answer　to　war　crimes）；（12）crimes　against　peace　and　hu－

manity（“s11perior　orders”ρ〃〃o力c加no　answer）；（13）o価enses　against　peace　and／or

　別　γ8〃わoo此ψ’加1〃〃〃〃‘o〃ol　Co閉榊畑fo〃，Vo1．II（1963），p，52．

　眺Ago，Dmit　des　trait6a1a］umiらre　de　la　Conventio口de　Vieme，地c雌〃4ωω〃∫，Vo1．III（i971），p．324、
　阯Quadri　points　out　thaピ‘a駆eement　which1ays　in　jeopardy　the　securjty　of　other　States　in　general　or　pre－

tends　to　put　a　State　unde1＝the　pe正pctual　yoke”i皿fringes　the　international　pub－ic　ordcr．　Dゴ’・f〃o加’〃〃α一

カo〃口13ρ〃あ5κco（1968〕，P．110．

　餉　1．0．∫．R‘ρo〃』　1970，P．02．

　帥Whiteman，〃J　Cogε〃J　in　Intemational　Law，with　Pf0jected　List，0ω樹o　Jo〃閉〃〆〃α〃”〃o〃1α〃

Co〃ρ〃α〃比1二αw，Vo1．7（1977），pp．625＿626．
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security of mankind ; (14) dispersion of germs with a view to harming or extinguishing hu-

man life; (15) all menthods of mass destruction (including nuclear weapons) used for other 

than peaceful purposes; (16) contamination of the air, sea, or land with a view to making 

its harmful or useless to mankind; (17) hostile modification of weather; (18) appropriation 

of outer space and/or celestial bodies; (19) disruption of international communications 

with a view to disturbing the peace; (20) economic warfare with the purposes of upsetting: 

(a) the world's banking; (b) the world's currencies; (c) the world's supply of energy or (d) 

the world's food supply. 
Without going deep into these categories one by one in order to verify their requisite 

elements as cogent law, each of them, except some categories mentioned in the last list which 

are evidently projected de lege ferenda, may be presumably and prima facie entered into an 

eligible list, but the question still remains to be examined how these norms operate in prac-

tice on the inter-State level.29 

7. In the international field, each State figures as the overall apparatus of governance 

for the general good of people. A State is essentially a bearer of public functions, and 

an agreement between them concluded on the basis of sovereign equality constitutes a law-

creating act in international law. Accordingly, to pose a question concerning international 

jus cogens in the similar context of a private contract contra bonos mores in municipal law 

is misleading as well as devoid of reality. 
As already stated, in identifying international jus cogens, it shall be the first consideration 

that what is the origin, object and subject-matter of a legal norm.30 The formal indica-

tion ("no derogation may be made...") is also one of the relevant considerations. But, in 

the last analysis, the criterion consists in the "considerations of morals and international 

good order" (Fitzmaurice) infiltrating into the material content of the norm, 

In most cases, international ethico-legal principles in which the public conscience is 

'9 In the Nuclear Tests case, Judge Petr6n pointed out concerning the legality of nuclear test : "Since the 

Second World War, certain States have conducted atmospheric nuclear tests for the purpose of enabling them 

to pass from the atomic to the thermo-nuclear stage in the field of armaments. The conduct of these States 
proves that their Governments have not been of the opinion that customary international law forbade at-
mospheric nuclear tests. What is more, the Treaty of 1963 whereby the first three States to have acquired 
nuclear weapons mutual]y banned themselves from carrying out further atmospheric tests can be denounced. 
By the provision in that sense the signatories of the Treaty showed that they were still of the opinion that 
customary international law did not prohibit atmospheric nuclear tests." I.C.J. Reports 1973, p. 305. 

*' Acording to Fitzmaurice, the relevant classification of conventional obligations not of a "mutually re-
ciprocating type" is set up between an obligation of an "interdependent" type and that of an "integral" type. 

In the former case, a fundamental breach of an obligation by one party will justify a corresponding non-
performance generally by the other parties and not merely in their relations with the defaulting parties, 
whereas in the latter case, the force of the obligation is self-existent, absolute and inherent for each party 

and not dependent on a corresponding performance by the others. Waldock comments: "....it seems to 
the present Special Rapporteur that it is the jus cogens nature of the subject-matter of these Conventions, 
rather than the 'integral' character of the obligations created by the Conventions upon which the nullity of 

an inconsistent later treaty has to rest. It may be added that a large number of these so-called 'integral' type 

treaties have withdrawal or denunciation clauses. Even the Genocide Convention (Article 1 4) provides the 
possibility of unilateral denunciation at regular intervals every five years; but here again denunciation of 

the Convention would not absolve a State from observing its fun~amental principles.:' . Yearbook of the 
International Law Commission, Vol. 11 (1963), pp. 58-59 The wrrter for one rs of op]nlon that the "ob]l 
gation" side is complimentary and not antithetical to the "subject-matter" (the interest involved) in identify-

ing the nature of jus in international law, just as both side of a coin. The analytical observations by Fitz-

maurice in this connection seem to be of valuable relevancy. 
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manifested, will be sanctioned by the inner compulsion of moral conviction shared among 

the civilized States. They are justly expected to abide by these principles spontaneously 

without regard to their individual advantages or disadvantages. Can we imagine and agree-

ment contemplating a policy of geneocide to be implemented between Governments?31 
Such an agreement is farfetched, and of fictious value for the practice of States. Similarly, 

it is almost inconceivable that the two or more States agree to violate the inherent right to 

life or the other essential human rights.32 

Notwithstanding the spontaneity in the obServance of international jus cogens such 

as mentioned above, if, for instance, StateS Venture to conclude an agreement con-
templating an offensive use of force againSt a third State, it should be asked whether the 

agreement is valid or not between the States parties themselveS. By hypothesis, it would 

be warrantable to say that the agreement is void because it contravenes the international 

public order. As showed by experience, arbitrary use of force adhereS to sovereign power. 

The legal control by means of international jus cogens has a realistic significance in this con-

text, that is, the activities involving, willy or nilly, the grave consequences which only 

States qua sovereigns have the capacity to carry out. 

In this point, however, we are to encounter with the great difficulties due to indeter 

minacy of enforced application. General international law has not yet organized the 
institution super partes with a view to controlling the validity of agreement between States. 

Consequently, in cases where the States continue by their collusion to endorse an invalid 

*1 In the case of Tria/ ofPakistani Prisoners of War, the main point resided in another matter. It was claim-

ed by Pakistan that such individuals, as were under the custody of India and were charged with alleged acts of 

genocide, should not be transferred to Bangia Desh for trial. It was contended that Pakistan had exclusive 
jurisdictin over its nationals in respect of any acts of genocide allegedly committed in Pakistan territory. I. 

C.J. Reports 1973, pp. 328-331. 
*" It is pointed out by Suy that an international agreement by which the States are bound to violate the es-

sential human rights are unlikely to be actually concluded. Therefore, it would not be realistic to speak of 

cogent norms concerning the restricted category of civil and political right-apart from the right of self-de 
termination of peoples-m the context of eventual derogation by means of an agreement. Such a derogation 
can be hardly conceivable in the practice of States except by means of a national measure which is the pro-
blem usually located in the context of the law of responsibihty but not the law of treaties. The doctrine and 
the practice has not yet clarified the effect of a legislative or administrative measure contrary to the "ordre 
public" of the international community. It is not sufficient to affirm that the measure entails the international 

responsibility of the State, because such could be the consequence of a violation of an international obliga-

tion, whatever it may be. The consequence of a measure derogating from the "ordre public" of the inter-
national community should be the heaviest, and involve the obligation of all the States, besides its absolute 
nullity, not to recognize the measure. Droit des trait6s et droit de l'homme. Festschnft fur H. Moselr (1983), 

pp. 937-938. Truly, under certain circumstances, a measure of a State is held to be "unlawful and invalid" 
in international law. (For instance, a proclamation of occupation of a territory which is not terra nu!lius. 

P.C.1.J., Series A/B, No. 53, p. 75). When it is said that a legislative act or administrative measure of a 
State is invalid in international law, it usually means that the act or measure is not opposable to other States 

which are not bound to recognize it. In the above context, reference is made to the obligations of all the 
States not to recognize the measure, which is considered to mean that the act of recognition has no effect to 

heal it of its vital fiaws. If it means furthermore that the measure is invalid even on the plane of municipal 

law, then there may be no more "international" but "supranational" public order. See, with reference to 
the principle of self-determination, Mtnch, Bemerkungen zum ius cogens. Festschrift, cit., pp. 625 ff. It is 

suggested that the principle-as jus cogens in a broad sense-serves as the instrument of "peaceful change" 
searching for the good international order. On the other hand, it may be arguable whether the so-called 
Calvo clause, going beyond the limit of partial validity attributed by certain arbitral awards, and being 
pushed to the outright rejection under any circumstances of the protection against the denial of justice-
which evident]y implies the "negation of human personality" (Huber)-can be consistent with the require-
ment of the international public order. 
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treaty, it will in fact remain efficacious as between them, unless one of the parties on its 

side, but with impunity, destroys the common will.33 In a similar vein, with regard to the 

nullity a treaty coerced unlawfully by the threat or use of force, the victim State, even if it is 

interested in its nullification, would not be in a position to lay a claim, so long as it is 

forced to admit the factual supermacy ofthe coercing State.34 

Such being the case, it may be contended that international law should confine itself 

to characterize the act as an illegality erga omnes, and bring the orthodox law of 
international responsibility into full operation. The responsible State is considered to have 

violated the obligations toward all other States, and engage on that score the obligations 

of reparation including the restitution of the situation qua ante. 
Hence, so far as a serious divergence of views concerning the questions is not forensically 

controlled and settled, how to deal with the question will be placed in the hands of the States 

parties, Undoubtedly any other State is legitimiged to intervene as a third party. It is 

highly desirable that the right to invigilate of a third State will be actively exercised for the 

common cause of the international community. But what is desirable, will not be necessarilly 

realized. The action of State is dominantly motivated by the self-interested concerns. If 

the question is raised as one element in a wider political dispute, the opaque concept in scope 

is apt to be utilized as a weapon to undermine the stabilized relations in the tangle ofpoliti-

cal warfare. 
Nevertheless, as indicated by Waldock, "imperfect though international legal order 

may be, the view that in the last analysis there is no international public order-no rule from 

which States cannot at their own free will contract out-has become increasingly difficult 

to sustain."35 At the present stage, any possible doubt thereof has been officially dispelled 

by the insertion of Article 53 concerning a peremptory norm of international law in the Law 

of Treaties. Hence, as a matter of law, if a treaty is concluded between States, and its object 

or execution conflicts with international jus cogens, we are inevitably led to the conclusion 

that the treaty is not only unlawful vis-~-vias toward all other States, but invalid ex tunc 

between the States parties themselves. In consequence, the parties shall eliminate asfar as 

possible the consequences of any act performed in reliance on any provision which conflicts 

with internationaljus cogens, and bring their mutual relations into conformity with jus cogens 

(Art. 71 of the Law of Treaties). A third State should recognize the nullity of such a treaty, 

and any action on its part cannot operate so as to cure it of its vital defects. 

** It is indicated that the "efficacy" of a conventional norm is a value independent of the "validity" of a 
treaty. Indeed, a value of efficacy solely derives from the sociological fact of the persistence of common will 

of the parties to enforce continuously the said norm. Therefore the "validity" may be d[scussed with reference 

to the type-fact of agreement, but not to the norm derived from it. The norm remains efficacious so long 
as the common will of the parties continues to exist. Hence, despite the existence of a treaty which should 
be impugned as "void," it may happen that the parties mala fide continue to maintain the norm established by 

the treaty. Barile, Lezioni di diritto internazionale (1977), p. 76. 
" Thus, referring to the coerced treaty, it is also pointed out: "...insofar as the article could not be self-

implementing, the burden would continue to rest on the allegedly coerced State to determine whether to 
confront its alleged oppressor with a defiant claim of nullity. Its decision on this matter would necessarily 
be determined, in any foreseeable condition of international relations, by prudent considerations of the power 
relations in which it found itself with the coercing State. It is not believed that these considerations or their 

outcome could be basically different from those operative under customary law, where the imposed treaty 
is valrd until there is sufficient change in the relevant power relations to bring about a denunciation or re-

negotiation." Stone, Of Law and Nations (1974), pp. 249-250. 
" Yearbook of the Internationa/ Law Commission, Vol. 11 (1963), pp. 53, 
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The International Court, in the Fisheries Jurisdiction case, observed: "There can 

be little doubt, as is implied in the Charter of the United Nations and recognized in Article 

52 of the Vienna Convention on the Law ofTreaties, that under contemporary international 

law an agreement concluded under the threat or use of force is void."36 It is not conceivable 

that the International Court will take the different position with reference to Article 53. 

As to the role of the International Court, the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 

provides that any one of the parties to a dispute concerning the application or the inter-

pretation of Article 53 may, by a written application, submit it to the International Court 

of Justice for a decision (Art.66). But the rule laid down therein is conventional in nature, 

and as such, it does not oblige States which are not parties to the Vienna Convention. 

It is a stark fact that States generally shun any concrete commitment to submit their 

dispute for decision by the International Court. It is also an observable tendency that the 

International Court shows a reluctance usually to make a pronouncement on the nullity 
of a treaty to be impugned as unlawful in cases where the parties together maintain it and 

ask the Court to apply.37 

In the Oscar Chinn case, the Permanent Court of International Justice was requested by 

the parties to apply the Convention of Saint-Germain of 1919. Whereas the General Act 
of Berlin of 1885 stipulated that the Act of Berlin might only be revised with the consent of 

all contracting Parties, the Convention of Saint-Germain abrogated a number of the pro-
vision of the Act as between the parties, among which the parties in this case were included. 

The parties did not raise a point of unlawfulness of the origin of the Convention. The 

Permanent Court held : "No matter what interest may in other respects attach to these Acts.. 

.in the present case the Convention of Saint-Germain of 1919, which both Parties have relied 

on as the immediate source of their respective contractual rights and obligations, must be 

regarded by the Court as the Act which it is asked to apply; the validity of this Act has so 

far, to the knowled*･e of the Court, been unchallenged by any government."38 On the 
other hand, Judge van Eysinga vigorously dissented from this finding: "The General Act 

of Berlin does not create a number of contractual relations between a number of States, 

relations which may be replaced as regards some of these States by other contractual relations ; 

it does not constitute a jus dispositivum, but it provides the Congo Basin with a r~gime, a 

statute, a constitution. This r6gime, which forms an indivisible whole, may be modified, 

but for this the agreement of all contracting Power is required."39 Judge Schucking also 

stated : "It is beyond doubt that the signatory States of the Congo Act desired to make it 

absolutely impossible, in the future, for some of their number only to amend the Congo Act, 

seeing that any modifications thus introduced would have been a danger to their vested rights 

in that vast region. Accordingly, in my view, the nullity contemplated by the Congo Act 

is an absolute nullity, that is to say, a nullity ex tunc, which the signatory States may invoke 

at any moment, and the convention concluded in violation of the prohibition is automatical-

ly null and void."40 The question here involved may be debatable from another point 

*' rC.J. Reports 1973, p. 14. 
" Waldock points to : "The Jursprudence of the Permanent Court.... so far as it goes, seems to be opposed 

to the idea that a treaty is automatically void if it conflicts with an earlier muhilateral treaty estabhshing an 

international regime." Yearbook, cit., p. 60. 
" P.C.LJ.. Series A/B. No. 63, p. 80. 
89 Ibid, pp. 133-134. 

'Q Ibid, pp. 148-149, 150. 
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of view.41 

The Permanent Court, however, did not hesitate to affirm the mandatory character 
of certain norms belonging to the ambit of procedural law. In the case of Free Zones of 

Upper Savoy and District of Gex, the Court refused to give effect to the terms of the Special 

Agreement between the parties on the ground of its incompability with the norms of the 
Court's Statute. With reference to Acticle I of the Agreement, the Court said : "...the spirit 

and letter of its Statute, in particular Articles 54, paragraph 3, and 58, do not allow the Court 

'unofficially' to communicate to the representatives of two Parties to a case 'the result of 

the deliberation' upon a question submitted to it for decision; as, in contradistinction to that 

which is permitted by the Rules (Article 32), the Court cannot, on the proposal of the Parties, 

depart from the terms of the Statute."42 Regarding to Article 2 also by which the two 

Parties subordinate to their joint concurrence a part of the Court's judgment, the Court 

declared : "After mature deliberation, the Court maintains its opinion that it would be incom-

patible with the Statute, and with its position as a Court of Law, to give a judgment which 

would be dependent for its validity on the subsequent approval of the Parties."43 In the 

case of Certain Nor,vegian Loans, the International Court took the restrained position on 

the validity of a so-called "self-judging reservation of domestic jurisdiction," which was not 

questioned by the parties in the proceedings. Not having entered into an examination of the 

reservation but "without prejudging" the question, the Court decided to give effect to the 

reservation as it stood as the Parties recognized it.44 The view of the Court was shaply 

contested by the individual Judges.45 

As in the case of the Free Zones, the International Court should stand up to any issue 

pertaining to substantive law, especially taking note of the contemporary development of 

international law. As a matter of law, approaches to be adopted may be varied. The 
issue may be posed concerning the treaty as an international wrong which entails an obliga-

tion of reparation toward the others (a wrong erga omnes) and also must be remedied by its 

dissolution. The issue may be also presented just as the question ofjus cogens in the sense 

that a treaty is impugned by one of the parties or a third State as having no legal force. 

Going a step further, it may be asked whether the Court proprio motu take up the point, 

even if it is not raised by the parties or the others. We should recall that half a centurY ago 

it was clearly stated : "It is an essentral pnnclple of any court whether national or mter 

national, that the judges may only recognize rules which they hold to be valid"; "The 

Court would never, for instance, apply a convention the terms of which were contrary to 

public morality (bonnes moeurs)."46 Inasmuch as the International Court is a Court of 

Justice and as such, the custodian of the law, it stands to reason that it should declare the 

nullity of or at least not give effect to any convention which is established as confiicting 

dl In this connection Anzilotti comments: "...Article 13 of the Convention of Saint-Gerrnain is u!tra vires, 

and therefore void or unlawful. But because utile per inuti[e non vitiatur, the Convention remains efficacious 

to replace for the norms of the Act of Berlin concerning the liberty of commerce and navigation leaving the 

Act in force in every other respect." Corso, cit. p. 92. 

d~ p.C.1.J., Series A, No. 22, p. 12. 

ts p.C.1.J., Series A/B. No. 46, p. 161. 

la I.C.J. Reports 1957, p. 27. 
d5 Separtate Opinion ofJudge Lauterpacht and Dissenting Opinion of Judge Guerrero. Ibid., pp. 34 ff pp 

67 ff. 

*6 Separate Opinion of Judge Schucking in the Oscar Chinn case. P.C.1.J. Series A/B No. 63, p. 149. 
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with　intemational〃∫cog2η∫．The　custodian　of　the1aw　must　protect　the　very　core　of　the

1aw　against　any　deviation　or　derogation　therefrom．

8．In　conc1usion，the　foregoing　observations　are　summarized　as　fo1lows：

　　　　（a）The　question　of力8cogε〃∫（which　is　distingiushed　fromノ〃3∂ゆo∫肋w㎜）may　be

posited　in　intemationa1law，not　onαμ’o〃basis，but　for　practica1purposes　of1egal　co－ltrol

in　the　intemational　community．If　a　norm　itself　contemp1ates　the　possibi1ity　of　derogating

from　it　by　means　of　agreement　between　States，a　norm　is　yielding　in　nature．On　the　con－

trary，ifa　norm　itselfabso1utely　forbids　any　deviation　from　it，a　norm　is　cogent　or　mandatory

in　nature．

　　　　（b）When　derogation　is　ma中by　an　agreement　to　yielding　norm（加挑ρ03舳〃閉），it　is

a　matter　of　course　that　the　derogatory　agreement　is1awful　and　valid．However，if　t1le　de－

rogated　norm　is　non－yielding　in　the　sense　of　a価ecting　the　right　of　the　other　States，an

agreement　which　carries　the　violation　of　t11e　mrm　injurious　to　those　States，constitutes　an

intemationaI　wrong　and　as　such，is　not　opposable　to　them（even　if　the　agreement　is　valid

as　between　the　parties）．　And　moreover，if　the　norm　is　a力∫ωgε〃8in　the　technical　sense，

then　an　agreement　dislodging　it　is　not　on1y　un1awful　and　invalid　vis一主一vis　any　third　State，

but　also　it　is　voidα〃肌even　as　between　the　parties．

　　　　（c）The　re1evant　criteria　in　identifying　internationa1ブ〃∫cog3〃∫，should　be　sought　in　the

material　content　of　a　lega1norm，having　regard　to　its　origin，object　and　subject－matter．It

is　said　that　the　idea　of力∫cogε〃∫is　concomitant　to　the　perceived　existence　of　a　general　in－

terest　in　the　intemationa1community．Intemationa1norms1aid　down　for　the　sake　of　a

genera1interest　are　divided　into　two　categories．　The　first　category　purports　to　safeguard

a　genera1interest　by　creating　an　obligation　States　on　the　basis　of　bi1ateralism，and　the　second

by　imposing　an　obligation　of　Statesαgo　o閉〃ω．In　the　former　case，derogatory　agreement

enlarging　or　contracting　the　scope　of　ob1igations　is　lawful　and　valid　between　the　parties

concemed．In　the　latter　case，however，any　agreement　violating　the　imposed　obligation

constit1】tes　a　wrong〃gαo㎜〃ωwhich　entai1s　the1ega1consequences　to　be　attached　by　inter－

national　law　toward　all　other　States．

　　　　（d）The　circumstances　that　a1ega1norm　creates　an　obligation〃gαo㎜ηωof　which　vio－

1ation　constitutes　a　wrong〃gαo伽1κ∫is　certainly　nesecssary，but　not　su冊cient　for　the　exist－

ence　of　intemationalノ〃∫co8θ〃3．　Granting　that　its　essence　consists　in“1’idee　absolue　de

1’impossibi1it6de　toute　dξrogation　de1a　part　des　sujets　destinataires’’（Monaco），47that

wil1be　an　emanation　from　a　high1evel　of　I1ormative　consciousness　alchemized，so　to　speak，

by　overriding　considerations　of　pub1ic　mora1ity，good　order　and　common　welfare　in　the

intemationa1community，which　in　tum　substantiate　the　framework　concept　ofブ〃∫ωgε〃∫

in　intematiOnal　laW．

　　　　（e）Considered加ω〃c〃o，examples　of　intemational　cogent　norms　are　mentioned　in

doctrine．The　restricted　group　of　these　norms　seem　to　meet　the　requisite　conditions，but

shou1d　be　tested　on　an　empirical　basis，that　is，not　on1y　in　possibi1ity，but　in　rea1ity．A

certain　kiηd　of　norms　are　observed　by　States　spontaneously　under　the　imer　compulsion

of　their　shared　conscience．Nevertheless，1acking　the　controlling　institution∫ψεrρ〃伽，

it　may　o㏄ur　that　so1ong　as　the　States　having　concluded　an　agreement　deviating　from　inter一

“　0bservations　sur　la　h愉archi6des　sour㏄s　du　dmit　intematioml，Festschrift，‘〃，p．614．
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nationa1ブ狐cogε〃∫maintain　persistent1y　their　attitude，it　wou1d　be　very　di冊cu1t　to　undo

its　conclusion　or　its　e価ects．The　Intemationa1Court　is　by　no　means　a　decisive　safeguard．

But　in　the　actual　state　of　things　a　new　hope　should　be　bui1t　for　the　Intemationa1Court　in

the　broader　context　of　its1aw－dec1aring　function．　Perhaps　the1ntemationa1Court　wouId

neither　negativate　the　existence　of　internationalノ〃∫cogε〃∫in　favour　of　the　idea　of　absolute

sovereignty　or　autonomy　of　States，nor　would　en1arge　easi1y　the　scope　of〃“ogεη3to　the

detriment　of　the　satbility　of　treaty　re1ations．4呂

　　‘8It　is　appositely　remarked　by　Fitzmaurice　that“In　fact　a　court　situated　as　the　Int6mational　Court，must

steer　a　middle　course　betwcen　being　over－conservative　and　ultra－pmgressive．”　Judicial　Imovation．．．，c〃．

P．26．




